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REMEMBER THE GOOD TIMES ARE
THE FUN TIMES, THE FUN TIMES ARE
THE MEMORIES AND THE MEMORIES
WILL LAST FOREVER
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A Final Farewell
Jennifer Panaro
Editor-in-Chief Emeritus
Friends are hard to come by. It
is often said that a man is lucky if he can
count the number of his true friends with
one hand. Well, God has blessed me, because I need many more hands to count
on. It is hard to believe that in seventeen
days I will be leaving Fairfield and moving onto to something new. It seems like
yesterday that I walked through the halls
of Claver I with my mom in anticipation
of the next four years. Those four years
have come and gone but not without many
memories and many people to thank.
How can I put in words all of the
memories that I have collected over these
four years. As a freshman, everything
looked so big, so much fun, and yet
there were things that seemed so
far away. Now those things are
in the past and I have nine
people, my housemates, to
thank for so many of the
memories. They' have affected
my life and stood by my side.
Sarah, Jody, Allison, Amy, Erin,
Kate, Carrie, Jen and Nicole, with
out you my four years would not be the
same. It was you who made me laugh,
who took care of me when I needed you,
who stood my me through thick and thin
and it is you who I thank. I know
that the bond that we have
formed is one that will never
grow weak, but as we get older
it will only strengthen.
It is the little things in
life that turn out to be the most
meaningful. All of these memories happen because of the people
we know, the people we meet
along the way. My memories are
made up of the bits and pieces of
those who have been there over
the past four years and those who
have touched my life in special
ways. For these memories I will
be forever grateful.
Remember
Giovanna's's, Eli's, Sophomore
snobs on Campion 2, Eli's and Kelly's,
Kareoke and Ladies's nights, elevator
rides and trips to Jogues, dance party at
Regis, conquering Loyola 3, the basement
of Eli's then onto the Big House, rides
through the quad and trips to 7-11. Then
it was on to the beach. The Road House,
the Frozen Shamrock, the eighties party,
the keg races, junior night out at the

Dapper Dog, the Screw Harvest Party,
block parties at the third hump, Halloween parties. Road House parties, TH141,
the KID, The Girl's Dup, The Sea Grape
and Thursday night's at Larkins, the guy's
at the Dug Out, the Boobie Trap, the
Guinty and the Honeymoon Cottage, our
"Friends", trips to South Padre, The Mock
Wedding, again the keg races, endless
happy hours, ten keg parties, morning
video tapes, Ice Box Weds, nights and
many many more.
All of these memories I will look
back on and miss, but will always think
of the friends that I shared them with.
Danny, Maggie and Jessica, you have been
there

with us
since sophomore year and the days

never forget it.
The K.I.D., that
should be enough
said.
I would
also like to thank
Andi Rierdan,
our advisor to the Bahamas '96
Mirror. Whenever there was a problem, I could always
count on you. Christine, I wouldn't have
made it through the year if it wasn't for
all your help. I wish you the best of luck
next year. I have no doubt that you will
do a great job with the paper. To all of
my staff, I could always count on you, and
it was such a pleasure to work
with all of you this year.
To the readers, I hope that
you have enjoyed the
Mirror this
year and
that
the
new front
page was appealing. It
seems like yesterday that I was working on it for the first edition in September, and now the
logo has changed once again. I also want
to thank my
mother, father
and
sister.
Without their
constant support, I would
never have
made
it
through. They
stuck by me
through my
ups and downs
and I owe them
»
a great deal. I
love you mom
and dad, and
even though
I'm a pain in
the neck sometimes, never forget that. I have realized
that life is nothing but a series of hellos
and good-byes. Unfortunately this is the
time for good-byes. I will miss everyone
with my heart and soul and wish you the
best in life. God Bless and Good Luck.
Girl's Dup, I love you all and this is only
the beginning of a new chapter in our
lives, one that will be just as fun and just
as exciting as the past four years together.

"Through it all we've
been there for each
other...and this is only
the beginning.'
of Campion 2. I will always remember
the fun that we had. Danny and Maggie,
you better come back to CT Jessica,
thanks for always listening. The Icebox.
You guys have been there since mine and
Al's late night trips to Jogues. Don't forget us when you go back to Hoboken.
Remember our Sunday night dinners and
Weds, nights. You have been conquered,

Senior Week '95

Senior
Superlatives...
Most Likely to....
Be late for her own wedding...Jody
Kertyzak
Be kicked off Baptist Church
buses...Allison Fountain & Erin Codey
Ask questions anytime, anyplace...Amy
Hanson
Not know how to work a VCR...Jen
Panaro
Not think before she speaks...Jen Panaro
Cheat on her husband...Sarah Brozek
Have Sunday night dinners...Girl's Dup
and Icebox
Be banned from 7-11 for too many late
night trips... Erin Codey
Be in love with Jim...Kate Mclntrye
Have care problems...Jody Kertyzak
Hit the Dog House...Amy Hanson
Be kicked "OUT"...Pat Farrell
Run around the dorms naked... Rob
Thorburn
Miss a tennis match for Keg Races... Amy
Hanson
Be seen on a field late at night... Colin
Rigby and Allison Fountain
Fall out of a loft...Allison Fountain
Hook-up with one of her students...Sarah
Brozek

Senior Year at
Eli's

"May the world hug you with its warmth and love, and
whisper a joyful tune in your heart, and may the wind
carry a voice that tells you there is a friend sitting in another corner of the world wishing you well" —D.A.
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"This is the time,
the time has gotta
change, I know
we have to move
somehow, but I
don't want to lose
you now" -Billy Joel
Junior year at the Lighthouse

"Friendships that
were made
in an instant will
last a lifetime

400 Nights, 1996

What we learned in college: How
to play Beruit.

The Big House, Screw the Superbowl Pary

Most Likely To....
Screw Harvest at the Sea Ranch, 1995

Halloween 1996

Graduate in the year 2000...Billy O'Brien
Be sprayed by a skunk...Kevin Liddy
Be obsessed with the #22...Sarah Brozek
Be honorary members of Loyola 3...The Girl's Dup
Be the next Dr. Ruth...Sarah Brozek
Get kicked out of a bar for "doing it" on the balcony...Joe Sardella
Get mailed on Sarah Brozek's 21st B-day...Joseph Michael Lee
Wear leather and nothing else...Nicole Barrett
Like his girl's wearing leather and nothing else...Brian O'Sullivan
Be the most miserable student teacher...Terry Houston
Move to Argentina...Sal Gianone
Bungee jump...Allison Fountain
Be seen with a cigarette and beer in hand...Erin Codey
Hookup with the Girl's Dup...Mike Roake
Be members of the Mob...Tony Novello & Joe Sardella
Move to New Jersey... Allison Fountain
Wake up in strange houses...Jen Stretton
Marry a dork...Kate Mclntyre
Be married to the mob...Allison Fountain
Hold baseball practice at their house...Girl's Dup
Manage the Fairfield Rugby team...Allison Fountain
Manage the Fairfield Baseball Team...Jen Panaro
Manage the Fairfield Basketball Team...Sarah Brozek
Take five hours to tell a one minute story...Jody Kertyzak
Think every guy is "really cute and really nice"...Jen Panaro and Allison Fountain
Get arrested for Statutory rape...The Girl's Dup
Revert back to the eighties...Allison Fountain
Join AA...Erin Codey, Colleen O'Donnell and Brian O'Sullivan
Get married...Sarah Brozek and Billy O'Brien
Complain about anything and every thing...Nicole Barrett and Mike Lynch
Be the welcoming committee..Allison Fountain
Start the Sunday Eniojukan fan club...Amy Hanson
Never be without a boyfriend...Amy Hanson
Drool on guys pants...Jody Kertyzak
A Stalker...Carrie Bender
Disappear on weekends...Carrie Bender
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SENIOR
SUPERLATIVES
MOST LIKELY TO,
Take a GREEN TURTLE,to the UPPER DECK at the HONEYMOON COTTAGE
while she's in COLLEGE...Jody Kertyzak
Start her own line of pajama pants...Jody Kertyzak
Take over the depends company...Terry Houston and Mike Griek
Be the next Ann at Sodexho...Jen Panaro
Own a caravan with ten kids in the back...Jen Panaro
Be "mom" of the house...Kate Mclntyre
Not shut the blinds...Jen Panaro
Respond to the words "Red Rover, Red Rover"...Jen Panaro
Own her own Vaseline company...Jen Panaro and Nicole Barrett
Be champions at the next Beruit Olympics...Amy Hanson and Allison Fountain
Lose at the next Beruit Olympics...John Short
Remain the nicest guy in the world...Brian Estaphan
Have all of his clothes stolen...Joe Sardella
Do the walk of shame...Girl's Dup
Be attached to a leash...Joe Petrecca
Crack open a wine bottle, get stitches and still hook-up...Carrie Bender
Be thrown in a gutter...Nicole Barrett
Throw people in a gutter...Sarah Brozek
"Not Remember"...Girl's Dup
Hire a midget for a party...Eric Munt
Never take a shower...John Walsh
Make "left boot" phone calls...College
Get hickey's from Jody Kertyzak and Nicole Barrett...Mike Lynch
Fight about Politics...Jamie Wright and Sarah Brozek
Wake up in strange rooms...Jody Kertyzak
Be hired as pony boy for Outsiders part II... Matt Leber
Hookup with "Funny boys"...Jen Stretton
Find a boyfriend/girlfriend on Spring Break...Shamus Benoit and Kate Mclntyre
Hookup in a lounge...Erin Codey and John Walsh
Become a pedifilc.Kate Mclntyre
Clog toilets on skiing trips...Sarah Brozek
Get caught in a Booby Trap...Nicole Barrett and Sarah Brozek
Switch from teaching Bio to teaching Sex Ed... Sarah Brozek
Be a Jogues I Security Guard... The KID
Say "I'll never drink in college," ...Jen Panaro and Allison Fountain
Hookup with someone who works at a bar/liquor store... Erin Codey
Have the senior citizens discount at age 25...Colleen O'Donnell
Have her wedding ceremony the day of the Fairfield '98 graduation...Mary Elizabeth
Konekeke
Break beds...AnneMarie Murphy
Lengthen her statistics...Danie Donovan
Have Alzheimer's by the time she is 30...Heather Strekal
Be a Urologist...Terry Houston, AnnMarie Murphy, Colleen O'Donnell, Griek,
Leary, Peel
Wake up in a random double bed and by breakfast for the house...Brian Digiacomo
Give a beard burn...John Rey
Have the mayor attend her wedding...AnneMarie Murphy
Make MUD-pies at the culinary institute...Maggie O'Brien
Lose her jewelry in bed...Danie Donovan
Be caught in a panty raid...Eric Peel
Own a Gold's Gym and host a X-mas party there...Maryanne McCafferty
Hand out the kisses...Dave Chomick
"Never speak again" but still go home together...Heather Lee and Mike Lynch
Forget her "medicine"...Colleen O'Donnell
Cuddle with more than 1 pillow instead of her boyfriend...Kerrie O'Shea
Recognize Passover...Pier 7
Climb through a closet to hook up...T&T
Say "I just kissed him!"...Melanie DeCarli
Like it Greasy...Melanie DeCarli
Kiss a girl when his girlfriend is in the front seat of the cab...Eric Peel
To be missing...Terry Houston
Do the Bunny Hop back to the Vatican...Colleen O'Donnell and Toni Rubino
Wake up with cowboy boots on her floor...Marryanne McCafferty
To live above the Spirit Shop...Melanie DeCarli
Purchase houses with padded walls in the future...Big House
To be seen fleeing the country...Upper Deck
To graduate without math credits...Shannon O'Neill
To not remember who she kisses in the morning...Shannon O'Neill
To purchase a major league baseball franchise in the future...Sue Rosenkranz
To think every girl loves him...Brian Sullivan
To ask if they look good and if chicks dig them.. Adam Berger and Scott Faraci
To be a pharmacist...Shannon O'Neill
To be ladies heavyweight champion...Paige Reilly
To have a keg in her office...Paige Reilly
To be best friends with Betty Ford...Paige Reilly
To be found in any other bed but her own...Melanie DeCarli
To own her own auto body shop because its cheaper...Megan Kenny
To "only Kiss" every guy in the school...Melanie DeCarli
To hook up with the mailman...Pilar Falo

17 MORE
DAYS....AND
17 MORE
NIGHTS!!!
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"A FRIEND IS ONE WHO
WALKS IN WHEN THE
REST OF THE WORLD
WALKS OUT"
Mirror Staff
Editor-in-Chief Emeritus Jennifer Panaro

Thank you for all your
help this year....

Campus Life Editor Emeritus Lauren Pandolf elli
Assn't Campus Editor Emeritus Jen Imperia
Commentary Editor Emeritus Chris Deis
Assn't Sports Editor Emeritus Brian Manning
Accountants Shamus Benoit and Kevin Liddy
Ad Manager Rob Thorburn
Typesetters Allison Fountain and Erin Codey

A FRIEND IS ONE
WITH WHOM YOU
DARE TO BE
YOURSELF"

ii

I WANT TO WISH EVERYONE THE
BEST OF LUCK NEXT YEAR. I HAVE
ENJOYED SERVING YOU AS THE
EDITOR THIS YEAR AND CAN'T BELIEVE THAT I AM ACTUALLY DONE!
TO THE CLASS OF '97, WE WILL MEET
AGAIN SOON! TO EVERYONE
ELSE....ENJOY THE TIME THAT YOU
HAVE LEFT, BECAUSE IT GOES BY
MUCH TOO QUICKLY.
GOD BLESS!
IN FRIENDSHIP,
JEN PANARO, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
EMERITUS

FRIENDSHIP IS THE HARDEST THING IN THE
WORLD TO EXPLAIN. IT'S NOT SOMETHING YOU
LEARN IN SCHOOL. BUT IF YOU HAVEN'T
LEARNED THE MEANING OF FRIENDHIP, YOU
REALLY HAVEN'T LEARNED ANYTHING. ~
MUHAMMEDALI
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Steel Eva's toothbrush...Erin Fairbanks
Be a cartoon character's voice...Meagan Geiger
Be mistaken fro twins for four years...Elisa Lufler and Diana Grande
Need to know what the "deal" is.. Kim Azzariti
Organize the first get together after graduation...Kim Azzariti
Flip plenty of flip cushions...Matt Leber
Wreck your house...Eric Munt
Join Baywatch...Colin Rigby
Cockblock....John Resnick
Start the Anthony Novello fan club...Joe Petrecca
Steal your wife...Brian DiGiacomo
Elope in South Padre...Rob Tembeck
Join witness protection program...Anthony Novello
Disappear...Charlie Vagnone
Start a Jerry Garcia revival plan...Mike Amhuty
Be found in the Mirror office...Lauren Pandolfelli
Be drunk...John Clifford
Go Knights...Holly Cuscia
Need a Chapstick...Kara Coville
Take stock in Newports...Maz
Be found winning Beirut...Denise Finn
Own a Trans Am...Gina Soviero
Raid your fridge...Mark St. Aines
Deez Nuts!...Pete Murphy
Tattoo his entire body while drinking a Bud 40 and pulling tubes...Scott Toczylowsiki
Found at the Grape...John Maganiello
Found on the LoudHouse couck...Dan Roche
Marry a fat chick...Ian McNeill
Be the evil drunk...Jeff Killian
Not to do much...Jeff Redman
Hookup in the close with a highschool freshman...Greg Marzuk
Getting more action at your wedding night than you have in four years at
Fairfield...Greg Marzuk
Get lost on the 13th floor...Josh Weigand
Break all his bones while making a sandwich in the deli at 3am...Jim O'leary
Succeed...Sarah Tully
Found on the couch with a cigarette and a Diet Coke...Deb Leary
Be heard saying... "What up?"...Barbara Ortiz
Put a scrotum shot on your camera...Rob D'Isidori
Be arrested for peeping...Chris Harbour
Rule the world...Jen Imperia
Have stomach problems...Mildred Scott
Be tied up...Heather Maria
Find the G-spot...Chris Deis
Be a pimp...Chris Deis
Grind her teeth...Lauren Pandolfelli
Become a make-up artist...Amy Harrigan
Babble on and on...Shelly Mylet
Play video games for the rest of his life...Riley Brennen

MOST LIKELY TO...
Become a Chippendales dancer...Peter Glass
Become cheerleaders...Amy Harrigan and Kara Sherwood
Smile, Smile, Smile...Keith Kaulbach
Marry a 6ft model...Peter Glass
Play drums for a Beatles cover band...Jay Dolce
Be a special guest on wild Kingdom...John Grifferty
Have the force...Mark Mulcahy
Be the supervisor of the Mirror Staff...Jen Imperia
Lose Starring contests...Don Gundermann
Win and Olympic medal for bar games...Don Gundermann
Own her truck forever...Kara Sherwood
Move to Ohio...Adam Samuelian
Have an ulcer by 25...Adam Mclnerney
Join the WCW...Andrew Caughlin
Date a MUCH younder girl...Andrew Caughlin
Make a scene at the company Christmas party...Marc Brennan
Have the most distinctive laugh anywhere he goes...Kevin Liddy
Use his underwear as toilet paper..Pat Conlon
Be elected President...Kevin Ryan
Move to Indiana...Shamus Benoit
Buy crap from infomercials...Jim Cartnick
Contract a disease from a toilet seat...Dan Willis
Get arrested in the bathroom of an airport...Kevin Ryan
Live with his brother the rest of his life...Don Willis
Join a cult in Buffalo...Skippy
Win a million in the lottery...and then lose it...Tim Pelleccione
Skip work every day of his life...Marc Brennan
Go insane...Marc Brennan
Have his political career ruined by his "college buddies"...Skip
Be Shaquill O'Neil's stunt double...Brian Manning
Lose all of his money at Foxwoods...Jeff Bernabeo
Live off of Powerbars...Adam Samuelian
Start a fight at your wedding...Sal Gianone
Live at the Albino Frog for the rest of his life.Donal Murphy

HAPPINESS IS FOUND IN
MEMORIES, AND MEMORIES
ARE FOUND IN FRIENDS.
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In the beginning, everyone is
nice to everyone because we don't know
anyone at all, and we hope that new
friends can ease our loneliness. Then we
begin to sense who we really want to
spend time with, and we choose those
people as our friends. It isn't a conscious
decision, but slowly friendships form. We
may not be friends with the people we
met at freshman orientation, but we try
to say hi to them because they were the
first people we met in this crazy new
place. Sometimes we misjudge people,
giving too much of ourselves to learn that
people are not always who we believe
they are. In turn, we disappoint people
with who we are. We watch friends
change, some spinning away from us,
some spiraling toward us. We try to support them in whichever direction they go.
Sometimes we don't meet our closest
friends until school is almost over. Sometimes we meet old friends all over again.
We blow off school work because we would rather do anything else,
because our friends tease us that we are
nerds, because homework doesn't seem
as important as meeting new people. Then
one day we realize that we like our
classes, we like to learn, and when our
friends call us nerds, we smile.

Sometimes we stay home at
night because we have a paper to write.
Maybe we stay up all night studying for a
test. Sometimes we are more familiar with
the library than with our own homes. But
sometimes we need to go out, regardless
of what's due the next day, because our
sanity is more important than any grade.
We put down our text book for a coloring
book. We drink a beer instead of coffee.
We sleep through third period. We sit back
and do nothing when we should be doing
a million things because it feels good just
to sit. Perhaps if we stayed home every
night reading, writing and studying, we
would have better GPA's, we would receive more awards, our parents would be
happier, but we would surely miss out.
College isn't only about school work. If
that were the case, we wouldn't learn how
to compromise with new roommates, how
to cook our own meals, how to handle our
problems without always calling home. So
we make decisions about our own lives,
about what we want to accomplish, and if
we don't meet our expectations, that's
okay.
We've got pasts ripe with memories and futures bursting with endless possibilities.
-Lauren Pandolfelli

The moral of the story is that there are no answers. I still haven't figured it out.
We spent four years at Fairfield trying to find ourselves, trying to find each other, and in
those memories we seek solace. There are many things I wish I could have changed,
many people I wish I could have known, yet somehow I can never regret. Despite all of
those differences, we share one thing in common; we're all standing on the edge of the
void, staring into that inevitable blackness our parents like to call the future. Some of us
are scared, others are indifferent or anxious. Somehow we know that it will all work out.
For my friends, all I can do is say thank you. I have faith that we will meet
again.
-Jen Imperia

"How can you get very far
If you don't know Who You Are?
How can you do what you ought,
If you don't know What You've Got?
And if you don't know Which to Do
Of all the things in front of you
Then what you'll have when you are through
Is just a mess without a clue.
Of all the best that can come true
If you know What and Which and Who."
-Benjamin Hoff
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Pictures say it better than I
can right now...I love Florida
oranges...Caw...
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People who go to college are incredible. We live away from
home. We go to class. We read and absorb and are comprehensively tested on heavy amounts of various materials. We
sleep very little. Someone's always sick. Someone's always
wishing they were somewhere else. Someone's always complaining. We become attached to close friends. We smother
each other. We lean too much. We think too much. We talk
way too much. We think often of the past and want to be
back there. We know we can't go. We all have our own
separate lives and families, backgrounds and past. We live
totally different lives from how we used to. We are frustrated, and although we sometimes want to give up, we never
stop trying. We disregard health. We eat awful food. We are
forced to think about the future. We are scared and confused.
We reach out for things but don't find them. We try to sort
our minds, which are filled with studies, worries, problems,
memories, emotions-powerful feelings. We wander the halls
looking for happiness. We wonder where we fit in. We fall
and get back up. We hurt-a lot. We keep on going, though,
because above all else, we never stop learning, growing,
changing, and most importantly, dreaming. Dreams keep us
going. And they always will. All we can do about that is
thank God that we have something to hold on to.
-Lynn Fulginiti

r

MOST LIKELY TO...

Be lugging an oxygen tank behind them during graduation...Big House
Be on the Big House "list"...Mike Griek
Collectively hook up with 85% of the school...Big House
Be "in the house"...Chris Tierney
Ransack the Booby Trap...Big House
Buy stock in wine coolers...Kara Diffley
Never play "I never" again...Sue Rosenkranz
Wear black on her wedding day...Megan Kenny
Be the next member of the Spice Girls...Jen Lipari
Be shopping in the women's section of Banana Republic...Leo Civitello
Be eating fat free cheese...Shit House
Be a locksmith...Melanie DeCarli
Pick up minors(Firehouse)...Adam Berger
Work for House of Fortune...Pilar Falo
Be president of Hair Club for Men...Brian Sullivan
Move to England and play darts...Jen Lipari and Pilar Falo
Be working for Sue Rosenkranz...Leo Civitello
Move to a tobacco plantation...Big House
See God at the Dave Matthews concert...Pilar Falo
Have the entire city of New York know its their birthday...Sue Rosenkranz & Paige
Reillv
Have their apartment featured in Better Homes and Gardens...Shit House
Complain about everything...Kerrie Billis
Waste her time on immature porn stars...Paige Reillv
Be seen on the Sally show about cheating boyfriends...Paige Reillv
Have the hip growth permanently there...Charlie Vagnone
Invent a new hair color...Jen Lipari
Win the Olympic gold metal in beer throwing...Paige Reilly and Kerrie Billis
Predict VH-l's artist of the month...Jen Lipari and Megan Kenny
Be a member of the Nielson family...Jen Lipari
Watch MTV for 9 hours straight without blinking...Jen Lipari
Be a customer of the year at Athena...Jen Lipari
Ask for a drag...Sue Rosenkranz
Only have 4 people at her wedding because she hates crowds...Megan Kenny
Become a deadhead because they guys she likes mentioned he liked them...Jen Lipari
Be "fat girls in little coats"...Jen Lipari and Sue Rosenkranz
Own 2 caravans to fit all her kids...Jen Lipari
Have a child of average height...Sue Rosenkranz and Chris Monteleone
Impersonate Kate Meehan...Claudia Baffa
Be Angelo's princess...Holly Galla
Be eating mustard on something...Stacey Faraci
Be not doing work...Holly Galla
Be singing the Devynils song...Holly Galla
Be asking about "late night"...Claudia Baffa
Be wearing an appropriate outfit...Kathi Twilley
Be wearing her leather...Kathy Baierwalter
Be saying "giddy up"...Kathy Baierwalter
Be saying.. ."Tooly, Tool, Tool, F—tool"...Kathi Twilley
Be paying a ridiculous amount of $ for a Dave Matthews bootleg...Kathi Twilley
Be Justin's #1 groupie...Kathi Twilley
Hook up with a Norwegian...Mario Forlini

The Fairfield Mirror
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Get lost on his way to the Rec Plex...Rob Eicher
Give Michael Jordan a sponge bath...Scott Faraci
Give Tiger Woods a sponge bath if Michael Jordan was unavailable...Scott Faraci
Break windows...Adam Berger
Steal people's food when he gets the munchies...Brian Estaphan
Never reveal the secret crush...Matt Rizzo
Be doing a rain dance...Brett Maguire and Kahtleen Corbett
Be still in love with the captain...Dawn Slattery
Be found at the Levee...Betsy Ostapchuk
Be the only 2 man TH...TH 64
Be found "networking" at a bar while drunk...Betsy Ostapchuk
Have her own luggage company...Missy Conroy
Go through life with a permanent smile on her face...Rachel Frishman
Be seen playing "in the mud"...Jen Hayes
Retrieve three patients at one time...Nancy "Nurse" Novias
Inquire about the Trapped Fart Syndrome...Senior Nurses
Be Dr. Ruth's Successor...Amy Esposito
Come to class late...Jen Lyons
Correct you when you mispronounce her name...Cara Mennuti (It's Car/a)
Break a thermometer the first day of skills lab...Kelly McManus
Undress in front of a window...Chris Pirrozoli
Crash a homeless man's house...Norrie Dearie
Have her own talk show...Karen Ardizzone
Not answer their phones...TH 116
Build a tee pec.TH 111
Become the next Mezz ghost...Karen O'Connor
Become the next FUSA Alumni Liaisions...Gina Pagano and Karen Ardizzone
Have a "puppy in my pocket"...Chris Rhode
Be found impersonating a certain Jesuit in Vegas...Eric Roland
Work his way through Uruguay saying Si ClaroL.Eric Roland
Do jack...TH 126
Kill Missy.. TH126

MOST LIKELY
TO...
Get wake up calls at 3 am...Lauren Bianco
Have crazy babysitting stories...Kiertsu Barrett
Go to Shennanigans on Thursday night no matter
where she lives...Lynn Schmidt
Get rejected for COSO funds...Liz Hohol
Drop a class 1 week before finals...Brian Remiglio
Fall in love with a foreigner...Rich Leighton
Buy a Volkswagon...Rosan Zoleta
Fall in love in 5 days...Stacy Puente
Miss more classes than she goes to...Stacy Puente
Get hives on her wedding day...Kiersten Barrett
Forget there's a 10 page paper due tomorow...Brian
Remiglio
Heist a pizza guy...Brian Remiglio and Rich
Leighton
Become a photographer instead of a business
man.. Dave Russo
Have Tony strip again...Leigh Cowles
Get drunk from 2 beers...Lynn Schmidt
Claim me for somebody else's holiday...TH 37
Marry a chef...Denice Errico
Save $ at BJ's...Denice Errico
Check the air in her tires at least twice a day...Rosan
Zoleta
Be on crutches...Amy Shanle
Bake muffins...Amy Shanle
Never smile...Kristen Prusinski
Cry when drunk...Christina McCafferty
Do anything for beads...Denice Errico
Never eat anything but soup, pasta, and cereal...Amy
Shanle
Open a hair salon...Chris Orlando
Stalk a basketball or soccer player...Denice Erico
Dress like a pimp for the rest of his life...John Piszko
Wear Under-Roos...Jim Valentino
Cook dinner in his neighbor's house...Brian Cotter
Fail Italian in Italy...Amy Shanle
Take the chef home after dinner...Denice Errico
Have Al Sharpton hair...Lisa Sardelli
Be the best procrastinator...Lisa Sardelli
Name her boyfriend after her bear..Christian
McCafferty
Dress in drag...Jay Sconziano
Wear jewelery on all parts of his body...Jay Sconziano
Do more than read between the lines...Jay Sconziano
Be called to the principal's office...Kelly Foley
Eat McD's and Snickers for dinner...Kelly Foley

Cut her hair constantly...Karen O'Connor
Insist that she has no baggage whatsoever...Karen O'Connor
Be imprisoned for indecent exposure...Sean Sullivan
Lose his wallet while mooning a cop...Sean Sullivan
Be a Tower of Power groupie and get "the chop"...Erin Duffy
Procrastinate...Melissa Kranzik
Not study for a med/surg final yet pull off an "A"...Melissa Kranzik
"Dress" St. Canisius...Sean Sullivan
Be found drunk in a corner...Melissa Kranzik
Be crowned "Thorn McCann girl"...Melissa Kranzik
Be stalked...Melissa Kranzik
Have Corona in hand...Kim Neidel
Resemble Kramer...Melissa Kranzik
Get pulled over twice in one day...Erin Duffy
Weave through those "little white lines"...Melissa Kranzik
Have his pants down...Sean Sullivan
Adopt all the cats on campus...Erin Duffy
Be found with a Thorn McCann bag...Melissa Kranzik
Be running away from Kamakazis...Erin Duffy
Be sun burnt...Kim Neidel
Be found driving over the curb...Kim Neidel
Eat trivial pursuit cards...Erin Duffy
Be in an onion dip fight...Kim Neidel and Erin Duffy
Be found mooning the world...Sean Sullivan
Fall off bar stools...Melissa Kranzik
Have a "stimulating" roommate...Kim Neidel
Never do another jello shot as long as she lives...Melissa Kranzik
Need mediators...TH 71
Be found in CT's traffic appeals court...Erin Duffy
Stick her foot in her mouth...Melissa Kranzik
Spend 8 hours taking a 2 hour trip...Sean Sullivan
Become a gogo dancer...Alicia Bodor
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Make more fax calls than phone calls...Leah Herman and Melissa
Kramps
Bore people to death...Rob Eicher
Be consumed by body hair...Rob Eicher
Black-out outside of Mike's...Ben Stanton
Be in an arranged marriage...Sean Olmstead
Collect a dowry...Sean Olmstead
Call the cops...Shangrila
Lobby for helmet registration...Ben Stanton
Expose himself...Adam Berger
Most likely to smell house up...John Clifford
Become part of the Travolta family...Allison Fountain
Tell sketchy stories...Sarah Brozek
Hookup with people four years younger than them...Sarah Brozek,
Allison Fountain, Jen Panaro & Nicole Barrett
Be 95 and still attatched to a leash...Joe Petrecca
Claim he's hooked-up with every girl in the school...Billy O'Brien
Have a secret crush on Kate Mclntyre...Johnny Reh
Deny hooking up...Erin Codey and Mike Roake
Be banned from doing Tequila shots...Allison Fountain
Be seen lying in bushes...Erin Codey
Reproduce more "Freakin Ricans"...Nicole Barrett
Still be a "virgin"...Chris Rhode
Wake up "wet "...Rob Thorburn
Be "miserable"...Eric Peel
Think the living room is the bathroom...Eric Peel
Pass out anytime, anywhere...Eric Peel
Liftweights while squatting in her robe...Heather Strekal
Have accidents on her bed...AnneMarie Murphy
Break the upstairs toilet...Cclleen O'Donnell
Break the downstairs toilet...Colleen O'Donnell
Marry a plumber...Colleen O'Donnell
Wake-up with a toilet seat around her head...Colleen O'Donnell
Make her boyfriend "wet"...Colleen O'Donnell
Drown in her deodarent...Colleen O'Donnell
Have sex with your prom date...Colleen O'Donnell
Say all of her roomates are insane while she is crying and waving her
hands around...Colleen O'Donnell
Sell your diary to the Booby Trap...Colleen O'Donnell
Say she is a "drinker" and then pass out an hour into happy
hour...Colleen O'Donnell
Be seen at happy hour together...Colleen O'Donnell, Erin Codey and
Brian O'Sullivan
Marry a crazy fan...Toni Rubino
Fall back in love with their prom dates...Kristin DeSario and Rob
Thorbun
Favor blonde nurses...Brian O'Sullivan
Answer "Where's Ricky?"...Kristin DeSario
Marry Ginkles after he graduates...Mary Elizabeth Konecke
Enjoy an occasional "Mudslide"...Maggie O'Brien
Want to be Mike Lynch's Dancing Queen...Heather Lee
Break the top bunk with Dennis Ryan...Annemarie Murphy
Wake up with Brian DiGiacomo in her bed...Heather Strekal
Carry a torch for Brett Solnoki...Heather Strekal
Hook up with half the Vatican...John Resnick
Hook up with half the Girl's Dup...John Resnick
Be full of shit rather than excuses...Colleen O'Donnell
"Cuddle" forever...Mike Griek
Live on campus...Mike Griek
Publish a book with the worst pick-up lines...Brian DiGiacomo
Enjoy shorts on any guy...Toni Rubino
Pass around John Resnick...Elisa Lufler and Diana Grande
Marry rich...Brian O'Sullivan
Enjoy his "Big Pickle"...Chris Tierney
Have a nice breakfast with Don Willis.. Annemarie Murphy
Brew her own beer next year...Erin Codey
Still be at the Beruit table in five years...Mike Lynch
Find a welcome bed down the first path of the point...Rob Thorburn
Drive to NYC at 11 on a Sunday night for a few cases of Strohs...Kate
Meehan
Think Dinosaur man was cute in a fleeting moment of insanity...Kate
Meehan
Have 1 friend all summer long...Kate Meehan
Never sit...Kate Meehan
Heard making high pitched noises after a conversation with an
adult...Kate Meehan
Store her resume in a Celtic Song book and a lace shirt..Kate Meehan
pend the entire sophomore night out in a stall because she had too much
fun on the bus...Kate Meehan
Have a trunk full of random objects...Kate Meehan
Play her song of the moment even though we hate it...Kate Meehan
Drop everything to help a friend...Kate Meehan
Know where I kept the "most likely's"...Claudia Baffa
Not know who he was until a week ago...Claudia Baffa
Lose a tire...Claudia Baffa
Be on stair master..Claudia Baffa
Dye her hair orange...Claudia Baffa
Remain calm in a 5 car pileup...Claudia Baffa
Be a Georgia peach and a Gangsta girl at the same time...Claudia Baffa
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Most Likely to...
Wear a sweater vest on the hottest day in DC...Claudia Baffa
Break Gate's heart...Claudia Baffa
My "Almost an angel"...Claudia Baffa
Live in a "zoo"...Stacey Faraci
Be the host of a nature program...Stacey Faraci
Not know how to schedule classes...Stacey Faraci
Never eat any of her buttercream frosted birthday cakes...Stacey Faraci
Awkwardly avoid that corner office...Stacey Faraci
Re-open Blue Greass...Anne Nolte
Own the Whitney Shop...Anne Nolte
Drop a new dress in a mud puddle...Anne Nolte
Be in between a rock and a hard place in the Grape...Anne Nolte
Write my script a force me to make the call...Anne Nolte
Corrupt Jeffrey with the visiting "friends"..Anne Nolte
Have a 1st semester freshman year schedule 2nd semester senior....Jen Mills
Visit every continent by the age of 30...Jen Mills
Naturally get along with everyone...Jen Mills
Miss DMB at Conn. College
Not know his name untill we told her...Jen Mills
Wish too hard...Jen Mills
Fit in as though she's lived with us all year...Jen Mills

The future mob...

Be eating a Blow Pop.. Jen Mills
Supply the kitchen with baked goods...Kathi Twilley
Be at a Lacrosse game...Kathi Twilley
Run Georgetown visitation someday...Kathi Twilley
Make a guy leap over a rock in excitement...Kathi Twilley
Pull off a trip to Boston...Kathi Twilley
Know him if he's a lacross player from Maryland...Kathi Twilley
Make a guy "feel like a natural woman...Kathi Twilley
Sit out the dances of her own wedding...Kathi Twilley
Have a wall of shame...Kathi Twilley
Wear green...John Walsh
Still be "owed"...Joe Petrecca
Buy a keg...Jamie Wright
Be heard giggling in the morning...Jamie Wright and Claudia Baffa
Be the biggest sucker...Patty Crimmins
Break in and trash your house...Green Turtle
Never have kegs...Green Turtle
Say she can drink more than she really can...Colleen O'Donnell
Sleep through an atomic bomb...Kara Diffley
Mooch a dinner...Diana Grande
Put a frying pan in the microwave...Dorothy Grzegorzek and Eva Turowski
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QUOTES OVER THE YEAR
Heard at Screw Harvest, "My roommate digs your act"
Heard at Screw Harvest the same night, " I'm a big fan of foreplay."
Heard by Brian Digiacomo, "So there I was, naked and...."
Heard by Erin Codey, "I haven't been to the Grape, well, I don't remember being at the Grape."
Heard at the Girl's Dup, "He's the nicest guy in the whole entire world."
Heard by Billy O'Brien, "I'm the best there is, was and ever will be."
Heard by Brian O'Sullivan, "Happy Hour anyone?"
Heard by Mildred Scott, "It's chilly frosty."
Heard by Priscilla Resto, "You're a doo-doo."
Heard by Marie Jacques, "I want you ba-by."
Heard by Priscilla Mitchell, "Chaka Khan."
Heard by Priscilla Rodrigues, "Stop, rewind, press play."
Heard by Emi Kondo, "Who me, I'm innocent."
Heard by Kaimwatie Bhairo, "I don't know."
Heard by Brian Sullivan, "When you wake up in that house, you just have to run, run the hell out
of there no matter what you leave behind."
Heard by an anonymous senior, "I should have made her my girlfriend all year."
Heard by another anonymous senior, "I have a girlfriend and I still get chicks."
Heard at the Icebox, "Do me a favor, stand right infront of the TV."
Heard by Mike Lynch, "I guess this time my looks went against me."
Heard by Mike Roake, "Stop being a hard guy. Come check there's five people in my room."
Heard by Joe Sardella, "No calls tonight"
Heard by Joseph Michael Lee, "I got to hit some skins tonight"
Heard by Sarah Brozek, "I swear, we only kissed."
Heard by Allison Fountain after a few too many tequila shots, "Tell him I think he's really cute."
Heard by Allison Fountain, "I didn't tell you this but...."
Heard by Nicole Barrett, "Well, Frank and I...."
Heard by Allison Fountain and Jen Panaro when a cute guy walks by, "Hmmmmmm or
Dit didilit dit di"
Heard by Mike Roake, "I'm your slave and that's all you want me to do?"
Heard by Erin Codey about someone everyone else hates, "Well, I'm just saying, I like her."
Heard by Amy Hanson and Allison Fountain during Beruit, "Gett-ing Ner-vous."
Heard by Jody Kertyzak, "F—k that noise."
Heard at the Booby Trap, "I wish I had a girl that I could take out to dinner instead of to my
room."
Heard by Sarah Brozek, "Well you know whose fault that is....Clinton."
Heard by a cocky freshman while hooking up with a senior, "I'm not here to cuddle."
Heard by a freshman after hooking up with a senior, "Wanna go get breakfast?"
Heard by John Resnick, "YA YA YA."
Heard by Allison Fountain when drunk (singing), "Na-Na Naaaaaa Na"
Heard by Amy Hanson, "What am I chopped chicken?"
Heard by the Vatican, "Let's be "Rock Stars" tonight."
Heard by Kate Mclntyre on her 21st birthday while the houses where walking by, "Al your always
there in the clutch, Hanson's the food connoisseur and Panaro's the bestest friend."
Heard by Amy Hanson, "You've go Plether, I've go Fonz, let's go."
Heard by Joe Sardella, "Could I have that blanket, I did steal it?"
Heard by Joseph Michael Lee, "Its times like this that you'll remember where you are. Kinda like
when JFK was shot."
Heard by Joe Petrecca, "God, He's like a bull!"
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Be the first member of the TH 112 to marry...Kelly Foley
Be a professional needlepointer...Kelly Foley
Be the horn...Shannon O'Neill
Be the airbag...Sue Rosenkranz
Be the radar detector...Paige Reilly
Still crash...Kerrie Billis
Own the Sunoco Mini mart...Paige Reilly
Sleep on campus more his senior year...Mike Griek
Stay on the swim team to pick up chicks...Brian DiGiacomo
and Mike Griek
Sink while swimming...Mike Griek
Be a transvestite in 10 years...Brian Tretola
Live in the dorms when he's 30...Connel Boyle
Make an arrest at the Fish bowl...Mary Elizabeth Konecke
Be the next Prince...Matt Leber
Cause the cottage to stop, drop, and roll...Kerrie Billis
Wait for the mystery maid to clean up...Big House
Open up a dental practice with her husband...Allison Napoli
Do a 180...Mike Ahmity
Succeed...Connel Boyle
Always love Jen Lipari...Chris Fuschillo
Never want Chris Fuschillo...Jen Lipari
Rekindle the flame...Pilar Falo and Terry Houston
Win the triatholon...Marc Brennan
Never really be dating...Brian O'Sullivan and Jen Leahry
Be found naked behind Bellarmine Hall...Adam Berger
Fail a lie detector test...Scott Faracci
Be "huge"...Chris Tierney
Have selective memory...Melanie DeCarli
Show up drunk for her presentation...Maryanne McClafftery
Need supervision while drinking together...Paige Reilly and
Shannon O'Neill
Be confused for an incoming freshman...Kevin Kenny
Be the only Upper Deck member still in the country...Xavier
Egerbede
Serenade Tricia Devine...Kevin Kenny
Shower with her clothers on...Tricia Devine
"Get naked" in the dorms...Ed Silhan and Brian DiGiacomo
Be stalked by little girls with big shoes...Brian DiGiacomo
Pass the dime along...Shannon O'Neill
Wish she had the dime...Jen Lipari
Be forced to eat gourmet jelly beans...Maryanne McCIafferty
Get married...Sue Rosenkranz and Chris Rhode
Have an affair...Sue Rosenkranz and Leo Civitello
Be a staying friend forever...Mark Risi
Win the lottery and still go bankrupt...Shannon O'Neill and
Adam Berger
Come out of the closet...Brett Solnoki and Mike Griek
Cheat on his mistress...Brian O'Sullivan
Elope...Anthony Novello
Become a VCR repairman...Ed Silhan
Become the Armnai spokesperson...Chris Monteleone
Melt every girls' muffins...Terry Houston
Spend the rest of his life trying to beat Nintendo... John "Baby
Jesus" Resnick
Not know the words to a song...Rob Thorburn
Have an April Fool's joke become a scandal...Paige Reilly
Initate the scandal...Big House
Spend more time at the Grape after graduation...Jill Geraci and
Tricia Devine
Purchase waterproof mattresses...Colleen O'Donnell, Terry
Houston, and Mike Griek
Buy the Brooklyn Bridge from you...Jen Lipari
Sell it to her...Shannon O'Neill
Be a housekeeper...Megan Kenny
Never hook-up...Trician Devine and Chris Fuschillo
Eventally hook up...Paige Reilly and Terry Houston
Have a nervous breakdown when the Big House comes
over...Pier 7
Not get any on her wedding night...AnneMarie Murphy
Be a big fan of leather...Brian O'Sullivan
Come out of the closet...Chris Fuschillo and Tommy Saunders
Be found in Paige's sundress...Sam Peterson
Be seen naked in photos...Sam Peterson
Be found posing around a hot tub...Amy Esposito
Make late night phone calls...Paige Reilly and Shannon
O'Neill
Meet her husband on a blind date...Kara Diffley
Never be on "the list"...Matt Leber
Hop the next flight to Paris to startover...Jen Lipari and Paige
Reilly
Get Bizzaroed...Kerrie Billis
Not graduate due to unpaid parking tickets...Shannon O'Neill
Be "that girl"...Jen Lipari
Demonstrate on orgasm...Jill Lepre
Suck someone dry...Jill Lepre
Have randon men knocking at the Backdoor...Meghan
Quagliaroli
Have sex in the shower...Meghan Quagliaroli
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As our time here comes to a close, we can look back and laugh. We
made a ton of friends from many places, and shared a lot of good times. The
faces and places are all almost to numerous to name, but the memories will
never be forgotten.
Freshman year, it seemed like everytime we made a friend, a handful
more soon would follow. As time went on, softball games, Giavanna's and
finding rides to the beach brought more faces to our "squad." Now we see the
faces that have made the last four years, the best of our lives...Fishbowl,
Boobie Trap, Exit, College, Albino Frog, Honeymoon Cottage, Guinty,
Icebox, TH 41, Bunny, Greenturtle and Pawnshop...getting older, and
moving on. Even though we won't be together here at school, the memories
we have shared, will always keep us together. Thanks Everyone! Good Luck!
...Boston, Brooklyn, Jersey, Cleveland, Clam Jam, Dogwoods, ScrewHarvest,
DapperDog, Keg Races, 197, Thiry Nights, Sophomore Night Out ( Nice Job
O'Sullivan), road trips, seventies parties, Trick or Shot, 400 nights, Luau,
Spam Jam, Jersey Shore, Boston Marathon, Halloween Naut, Kelly's, Eli's,
Grape Christmas Party, Renaissance, St. Patrick's Day, Archy Moore's, Junior
Night Out, Beruit, Caps, Wonderland of Ice, MAAC Tournament, BU100, the
City, Larkin's, South Padre....and so much more if you can remember!
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MOST LIKELY TO...
Wear cotton underwear...Jill Lepre
Wear no underwear.Meghan Quagliaroli
Drive into a ditch in Bridgeport...Alicia Bodor
Fall in love on Spring Break...Stacy Puente
Stalk someone's car (mobile)...Alicia Bodor
Drive into a pole...Missy Owens
Be diagnosed as schizophrenic...The Backdoor
Have a threesome...Mike Pike
Have a man dance seductively at the end of the bed...Alicia Bodor
Hook up with a pizza man...Shaela King
Talk to Oprah and think she'll resond...Corinne Baron
Give "private" tutoring...Kim Jordan
Marry a short, fat, bald man...Meghan Quagliaroli
Have frisky fingers while listening to the Beatles...Meghan Quagliaroli
Make the worst mistake of her life twice...Meghan Quagliaroli
Be a CB...Kristen Piciarello
Sing "Tony, Tony, Tony"...Kim Jordan
Do a bad Beavis and Butthead Impression...Dave Gatehouse
Moan and squeal while having sex...Kim Jordan
Become a child pornographer...Meghan Quagliaroli
Be constipated...Lauren Bianco
Wear lip gloss and show cleavage...Kim Jordan
Be the next ambassador to Ireland...Teresa Walsh
Sing the remake of "Quenn of the Night"...Teresa Walsh
Buy a car that beeps as it goes backwards...Sue O'Brien
Be a slumlord in NYC...Pat Cronin
Be smokin...Vic Souza
To be pala...Joel Russo
Rip into Lou...John Riszko
Convert to Judaism after graduation...Chris Orlando
Become a high school teacher in Brooklyn...Brian Cotter
Play Luke Skywalker in the new Star Wars films...Matt "Phatty" Humphry
Play Yoda in the new Star Wars films...Jim Valentino
Have more alcohol than the Levee...TH 111
Own and operate TH 112...TH 111
To bake with the muffin man...Amy Shanle
Create a religious cult...TH 111
Carried home by their neighbors...The Crack hous
Have a date night...Christie Papenbrock
Have all guys at their parties...The Crackhous
Be watching Greece...Christie Papenbrock
Be napping...Giselle Villa Real
"Get over it"...Giselle Villa Real
Be exercising in the living room...Chistie Papenbrock
Take a bubble bath at their neighbors...Mario Forlini
Be snowboarding...Matt Kelly
Carry your kegs...Chris Harbour
Be the favorite neighbor...Aimee Barnett
Sing the Spice Girls...Greg Ancona
Shower with their neighbors...The Crackhous
Make coffee...Sue O'Brien
Dring only Honeybrowns...Jenna Napurano
Be eating Mac and Cheese... Giselle Villa Real and Kirsten Dunnells
Break loose in Cancun...Christie Papenbrock
Fall in love at the El Pueblito...Amy Barnett
Keep the Roadhouse up until 5am...Giselle Villa Real and Aimee Barnett
Follow a strange boy to a river bank...Kristen Pizzi
Work in baggage claim...Giselle Villa-Real
Have a girl take a punch for him...Mike Lynch
Have best even tan...Colleen Kearney
Be the best slow dancer...Tom O'Reilly
Become firemen...Pat Farrell and Tom O'Reilly
Be the quietest...Elisa Lufler
Bum rides off the mayor...Karen Mele
Drive through her house...Christina Lazopoulos
Tag team den...Pat Donovan and Jimmy Walker
Get denned...Christina Lazopoulos and Karen Mele
Stay faithful...Joe Fallon
Have the best elbows...Karen Mele
Be seen on the phone in Bannow...Joe Pluchino
Be the best porno setting...Margaritaville
Pursue ballet professionally...Kristen Pizzi
Be a hitchhiker...Karen Mele
Be the voice double for Darth Vader...Dave Anderson
Be a good dad...Greg Kleva
Violate a stuffed animal...Jimmy Walker
Revert back to the 80's...Mike McAndrew
Car pool kids on her 10 speed...Karen Mele
Be rubbed in the lounge...Joel Russo
Have the t-shirt and play the gamc.Gina Pagano
Be found wearing Susan Tufo's pajamas...Dan Daltry
Mooch a t-shirt off of someone...Susan Tufo
Be selling FUSA paraphanelia...Karen Ardizzone
Be a math major and still not be able to balance her check book...Karen O'Connor
Be found at Dairy Queen...Rachel Frishman
Go into sugar shock...Susan Tufo
Believe that Chewbaacca is a grown up Ewok...Missy Conroy
Be placed in the Witness Protection Program...Laura Stoll
Still trying to figure out a manly way to answer the phone...Dan Daltry
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Always miss the sunset in Tijuana...Dan Daltry
Have the highest car insurance...Kate Meehan
Catch poison sumac during a romantic encounter...Kate Meehan
Be eating cheese, listening to Dave Matthews while trying to find something for
free...Holly Jean
Drive to Salve for an hour of fun then get banned from campus...Chuck
Be brushing out hickeys the night before her boyfriend arrives...EB
Have a lengthy intellectual conversation with herself...Katherine Margaret
Seduce men with Triscuits...Holly Galla
Have an "O" with "E" on an elevator...Kay Tay
Shower before laying out at the beach. Kathi Twilley
Be Betsy O's drinking buddy...Sue O'Brien
Be confused...Betsy Wetsy
Go out on Saturday night and not come home until Sunday afternoon...Jen Hayes
Be found sitting in a puddle...Betsy Ostapchuk
Be found dancing in the bleachers...Karen O'Connor and Betsy Ostapchuk
Wear a fig leaf...Rob Kravec
Be a super hero (Capt. Righteous)...Steve Kravec
Start a heavy metal chick band...Meredith Brown
Be evicted for breaking things...Pat Cronin
Make your ears bleed...Darren Doughty
Be found grubbling for food...Rob Kravec
Dead lift 800 pounds in 2 yrs....Sean Hayes
Manage a Roy Rogers...Jeff Hnath
Put the blame on you...Tom Brennan
Still love mayonnaise...Darren Doughty
Be WWF champion...Luke Sweinford
Be at your party dancing...Chris Peterson
Open the gates of Hell...Greg McCambridge
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Have a knot in his stomach...Robert Mangillo
Continue wearing shirts four times too big...Mike DiMarco
Still be Deep-Sea Rippers...Wooden Seamen
Do the diamond position...Jeff Knath
Charge for a party...Pier 7
Sleep with your mom...Terry Houston
Pass out with an ashtray in her stomach...Christine Mazzeo
He a mistress of the night...Holly Cuscia
Give house tours...Kara Coville
Teach her grand kids how to play Beirut...Denise Finn
Use her housemates name to speed up her inter-library loans...Melissa Kramps
Follow in Sandy's footsteps...Samantha Kopec
Have their recycables stolen off their back porch...Smoking Bishop
Be denied a credit card...Leah Berman
Start her own sunflower farm...Aimee Leo
Have their neighbor taken away in a police car...Smoking Bishop
Most likely to wear their nursing uniforms (with some modifications) to the
Grape...Senior nurses
Hunt for Dottie in her pink Mary Kay Cadillac...Aimee Leo, Melissa Kramps,
Samantha Kopec
Never get off the Adam and Even mailing list...Melissa Kramps
Go to Africa with a guy she met on Spring Break...Lynne Schmidt
Give a bath to a girl with hairy legs...Christine McCaffrey
Get excited over starting IV's and drawing blood...Rebecca Schlosser and Melissa
Kramps
Steal Rosie's vaccuum...Leah Berman
Wear fishnets and love it...Melissa Kramps
Use the greenhouse for her own gains...Aimee Leo
Be seen reading Bride's magazine...Samantha Kopec
Tell you to keep Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Fridays free...School of Nursing

Random thoughts
It has been fun. I'm finally gonna
graduate and I must confess I
have a lot of things I wish I had
said and done and alot of things I
just don't understand. But first
things first, big ups and alot of
love to "The Operation Hamhock
Crew," we had a lot of fun and a
lot of experiences..you had better
stay in touch!
Things I don't understand and
things I wish I had said before
People that walk around wearing
filthy white hats..I don't get
it...bad on all these stereotypical,
drinking, conformist, filthy
people that don't wear clean
hats..bad on these people a.k.a
the White Hats, (copyright Tim
Welsh, 1996).
People that get drunk, and high
go out and meet someone and
then get raped..! know that
sounds harsh but guys grow up
will you, if you make your own
bed you are gonna have to lie in
it. just like if I walked into a
Klan rally I am gonna get killed,
it ain't right, but it will sure as
hell happen. This thought also
goes for drunk drivers..no sympathy from me, you get what you
deserved.
Random hookups..what are you
thinking..now when I mean
hookup I mean sex..where is your
self-respect and your sense of
decency. I also have to say bad
on people that have sex while
their roommates are sleeping in

the same room. Never had a
"random" hookup and like L.
Boogie said, if you sleep around
you'll get the gift that keeps on
giving, or worse. This also goes
for people that hookup in bathrooms or in the corner at Dogwoods.
The beach situation. You live in a
neighborhood with people that
have been there for a long time.
You drink, urinate, defecate, and
generally cause a ruckus.*.and then
have the nerve to complain. Again,
get a grip and when you are older
and live in a neighborhood with
disruptive college students you'll
understand exactly what I mean.
Safe Negroes. You know who you
are, you don't talk to other
AHANA people and some of you
generally try to "pass." This goes
for all the other people trying to
get by on the down low as far as
their color and identity is concerned, you don't want to be a
minority until it comes time to get
a scholarship, get a grip. The F.U.
Drop Squad knows who you are
and we'll be comin' for you in the
98!!! And don't come out when
there is a racial incident because
we don't want you!!!!!
Safe Negro complaint number 2:
When will this school invite some
people that will shake things up?
This school has a problem with
excitement. It seems that many of
the students are scared of different
ideas and philosophies. All people
that speak on issues of race, class,

and gender aren't in the "we are
the world" club. Invite some of
them, so people will understand
what intellectual diversity really is.
2nd to last thought: Why do
mediocre business school graduates get higher paying and better
jobs than liberal arts graduates
with far superior skills and g.p.a's?
I guess that explains why this
country is in such a crisis.
Last thought: America loves Jackie
Robinson, Martin Luther King and
Muhammed Ali but hated them
when they were alive. Is it somewhere that the powers that be in
the country have a guilty conscience and need to make
amends?..I guess in regards to race
and heroes America has sort of an
S&M thing going on..a love hate
relationship where it likes to have
people like the gimp around to
point out what it did wrong and
then gives them a lot of awards
when they're dead..or graduate
(like me, I guess).
Peace. It has been fun and I thank
everyone that has given me the
opportunity to work and contribute, here. Who knows, maybe this
is just the beginning of something
far worse.
With love,
Chris D, commentary editor
emeritus
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WE ALWAYS KNEW
WE'D LOOK BACK
ON OUR TEARS AND LAUGH,
BUT WE NEVER KNEW WE'D LOOK
BACK ON OUR LAUGHTER AND
CRY...HAPPY TIMES MAY COME AND GO
BUT MEMORIES LAST FOREVER.
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